November 26, 1943

J. Edgar Hoover Message Authorizing Surveillance of Mikhail Kalatozov
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Summary:
FBI Director Hoover grants a request for microphone surveillance of Soviet film director Mikhail Kalatozov.
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TO: COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
SAC, LOS ANGELES

Transmit the following message to:

TO BE CODED

MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCE AUTHORIZED TO COVER MIKHAIL KOLOTOZOV, FOUR SEVEN FOUR FOUR LOS FELIZ BOULEVARD, LA.

HOOVER

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11/1/49 BY 104909100.

SEND CALL 11-26-43 19:42 P.M.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

EGF:MLC
104-249539-IX

11-26-43

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF COMMERCE

Cable
TO: X

FROM: G

CABLE: ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

DATE: 11/1/49

BY: 104909100.